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How To Own Certain Works By Famous Artists For Cheap 

This book was produced in conjunction with the exhibition By Hook or by 
Crook, a curatorial project by Edward Salem at The Hangar in Beirut, Lebanon 
(04.27.2012—06.17.2012). The book extends the format of the exhibition 
catalogue to widen the context of the original proposition, suggesting that 
anyone anywhere could and perhaps should make these works.  
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By Hook or by Crook is an exhibition that sets out to foster critical discussion 
about intellectual property and low-cost production trends in contemporary 
art. A concurrent consideration is the lack of access to international 
contemporary art in the North African and Levant countries (Palestine, Syria, 
Jordan, Lebanon) of the Arab world. The show presents an array of recognized 
international artists. For nearly all, the exhibition presents their debut showing 
in Lebanon. 
 

Blurring the line between artist and curator, I select low-cost, low-production 
works by prominent artists, and reproduce them using local materials from 
Souq al-Ahad, Souq Sabra and elsewhere. By exhibiting the replicas in Haret 
Hreik, Beirut, the interplay between the pieces shown and the working-class 
neighborhood is embraced. 
 

These works can in theory be made by many people in many places, 
simultaneously and repeatedly, without the artists needing to be present and 
with no appreciable loss of quality—though this aspect of the works has not 
been expressly conceived or acknowledged by the collected artists. The idea of 
how and where and at what expense art could be produced is just as 
meaningful as the art itself. This approach is repurposed and explored for its 
possibilities as a means of access. 
 

Inspired by an abortive attempt to exhibit a renowned artist in Palestine, due to 
high shipping costs, the exhibition was originally conceived to take place in 
Palestine, where US/Israeli restrictions on Palestinian mobility and trade 
preclude the possibility of an international art collection, or the ability to travel 
to one. Unfortunately, en route to install the exhibition, I was denied entry into 
Palestine. Nevertheless, the project is eminently adaptable to the Lebanese 
context, where a liberal economy and mobile diaspora has not given way to an 
international art collection of note. 
 

'At once commentary and catalyst, the exhibition responds to the regional 
context by challenging existing cultural artifacts and proprietary cultural 
material through its appropriation, reconstruction and redistribution. Forming 
a critique of the conventional modes of distribution and ownership to imagine 
a more fluid and inclusive economy of cultural meanings, the exhibition blurs 
the traditional distinction between production and consumption, creation and 
copy, readymade and original work. The obvious questions arise: is it the 
original, an exact copy or a new work? Was there permission?'* 
 
 

*Selection appropriated from Brandon Alvendia and Nicolas Bourriaud  
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Mladen Stilinović  

About Money and Zeroes  
 

Stick fork through several small bills. Affix to wall. 
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Mladen Stilinović 

Where Drums Beat Laws Are Silent 
 

Paint dinner plate as shown. 
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William Pope.L 
Broken Column 

 
Stack many jars of mayonnaise. Cover all in cellophane. Crack top jar. 
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William Pope.L 

Household Artifact 
 

Affix small shelf to wall. Place potted plant atop shelf. Spray paint plant black. 
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David Hammons 

In the Hood 
 

Find green hoodie. Cut off hood. Nail to wall and shape as shown, using 
balloon and homemade fabric stiffener, equal parts white glue and water. 
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Naufus Ramirez-Figueroa 

Molotov Cocktail 
 

Buy watermelon, lighter, and jug of gasoline. Cut slit in top of watermelon.  
Place torn fabric in slit. Arrange on shelf. 
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Sam Durant 

American Hospitality (biological) 
 

Place a liter of Jack Daniels whiskey atop folded brown military surplus blanket.   
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Claire Fontaine 

La Société du Spectacle Brickbat 
 

Print digital photograph of the cover of Debord’s La Société du Spectacle.  
Wrap around red brick. Hold together with rubber band. 
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Diego Leclery 

Prisoners 
 

Buy Mein Kampf and affix to wall, using large screw, through center of book. 
 Print out MLK’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail. Nail to wall beside Mein Kampf. 
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Reena Spaulings 

Enigma 6 and Enigma 15 
 

Apply acrylic paint to cardboard pizza delivery box.  
Mount on Dibond or otherwise affix to wall. 
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Saâdane Afif  
National (Glasgow)  

 

Combine two shirts, red and white, and one blue football shirt upside-down on wall.  
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Jimmie Durham 
Shirt Poem 

 

Use black marker to write the following poem on back of white dress shirt. Pin to wall. 
 
 

“Hello I will take the opportunity provided by this new shirt to make a few comments abut media. As you must know, 
writing on shirts is an old tradition. I mean shirts have been used as a medium for carrying messages for a long time. 
Of course shirts are also used in sports, as well as in the arts. (We might say that I am using this shirt actually more in 
an art context than strictly in media) but in reality it is only a carrir (a carrier I wanted to write) of the black ink which 
I am using, so it would be better if we stop considering the shirt. I bought it at the Dunnees store in Glasgow. It is 
made of cotton, probably from China, but the label does not say. It does say, however, something rather surprising, the 
headquarters of the Dunnees store in Andalucia. It is possible, therefore, that the cotton was grown in some part of 
Africa. (Spain has strong ties with Africa). Of course the manufacturing, I mean the actual sewing of the shirt, was 
most likely done somewhere in Asia. Cotton itself, I will just mention in passing, comes from the new world as well as 
from Africa (Egypt). But new world cotton has four divisions to the ‘bolls’ in contrast to the five divisions of African 
cotton. Now, here is an astounding and curious fact: new world cotton has been found in some Egyptian pyramids but 
no African cotton has been found in the new world. This might imply that some Cherokees had visited Egypt a long 
time ago. (If Egyptians had visited us wouldn’t they have left some sample of their cotton?) Cherokee women used the 
root of the cotton plant as an infusion to cause abortion. A strange fact at first glance but it does show that we knew 
the plant very well. I did not intend at all to mention Cherokees…nor anything in the Americas. Even Africa and Asia 
are simply unnecessary interruptions to our thesis. What do we mean when we say ‘media’? Media are one medium 
after another. A medium is something between us, such as a shirt. What we should say of course, for clarity, is 
‘information media’; things that convey information: wireless radio sets, newspapers, what-have-you. We might 
imagine that clothing can serve as media; explaining that which we wish the world to know about us: clothes (is, 
metonymically, shirts) make the man. Could that mean that we have transformed every thing in the world into 
carriers of information? What sort of information? For what sort of purposes? What sort of information, for example, 
might individual elements and material in individual works of art carry between us? We should always imagine, I 
think, that the artist’s intentions are not the entire story. Once material becomes saturated with social meanings there 
must be much over and inadvertent confession.” 
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Mario Dellavedova 
History of Emotions  

 
Stack roughly 17 reams of white paper against wall. Place dark wine bottle atop paper,  

place three long-stemmed red roses in bottle. Affix shiny axe under roses to wall.  
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Hans-Peter Feldmann  

Flower Pot 
 

Affix 15 variously colored fake flower pots in cluster on wall.  
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Sanja Iveković   

Report on CEDAW U.S.A.  
 

Type and print text on red paper. Crush into balls and scatter on floor.  
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Sanja Iveković   

Report on CEDAW U.S.A.  
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Felix Gonzalez-Torres 

Perfect Lovers 
 

Buy twin battery-operated clocks. Huddle them together on wall.  
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Walid Saadek 

Death and the Sun (What my father sees, most probably.) 
 

Affix two trumpet mouth-pieces to wall. Write text on wall as shown. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Impulsive Chorus 
 

Buy and empty tall cans of beer. Hand squeeze each can at center.  
Arrange in cluster on floor as shown.  
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Martin Soto Climent 

Paseo Detenido (Arrested Walk) 
 

Find high heeled shoe similar to one shown.  
Bend and fold front of shoe into ankle strap.  
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Hans-Peter Feldmann 

Schuhe mit Wachteleier 
 

Place snake-skinned high heels among nineteen quail eggs on wood board pedestal. 
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Robert Smithson 

Yucatan Mirror Displacements 
 

Place ten square mirror panels among a tree. 
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Lotte Geeven 
Moon Word 

 
Find medium-sized rock. Place three square color filters around rock as shown. 
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Liudvikas Buklys 

Portrait of Ignacy Julian Cejzych 
 

Buy light blue drawing tool (e.g. crayon, colored pencil, pastel stick). 
Draw thick arc high on wall.  
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Ugo Rondinone 

I Am Tired Of My Hands I Want Wings 
 

Paint title of work in white onto found wood board. Hang from long rope.  
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Mondla Reuter 

The Agreement, Antwerp 
 

Suspend dresser in mid-air. 
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Rana Siegel 

Drawn 
 

Stand two pieces of found wood at a distance. Dye pieces of thread in indigo. 
Suspend the thread across the two pieces of wood. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Luminous Flux 
 

Find two clear glass bottles and strand of fake pearls. Cut necklace in two;  
tie off ends and place them in the openings of the bottles, one hanging lower than the other. 
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Claire Fontaine 

Untitled (dildo washer) 
 

Fill domestic dishwasher with latex dildos. 
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Robert Smithson 

Mirror and Crushed Shells 
 

Place three square mirror panels in corner. Place pile of crushed shells on mirrors. 
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Jose Antonio Vega Macotela 

‘Time Exchange 148’ from ‘Time Divisa’ 
 

Collect cigarette butts. Arrange inside plexiglass case. Affix to wall.   
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Maria Anwander 

Lost Dance 
 

Pluck off the mirror pieces of a disco ball. Fix disco ball to ceiling,  
rotating it through a motor. 
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Felix Gonzalez-Torres 
Welcome Back Heroes 

 
Pile wrapped candy in corner.   
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Gabriel Orozco 

Yogurt Caps 
 

Glue blue-rimmed Dannon yogurt lids on wall. 
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Wilfredo Prieto 
Closed Circuit 

 
Plug extension cable into itself in circle on floor. 
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Karl Holmqvist 

Untitled wall drawing 
 

Draw text on wall in shape as shown. 
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Walid Saadek 

Kozo Okamoto resides in Greater Beirut  
 

Paint wide black unclosed circle on floor around a pillar. On pillar write or affix a wall label  
reading Kozo Okamoto (b. 1947 - d. 1972, 1985, 2000), "To hear a weathervane say yes."  
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Wilfredo Prieto 

Grasa, jabon y platano 
 

Smear grease on floor. Place green bar of soap in center of grease.  
Place banana peel atop the soap, splayed out like a star.  
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Gabriel Sierra 

Hang It All 
 

Impale dozens of differently-colored apples on many-pronged rack affixed to wall. 
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Amalia Pica 

Eavesdropping 
 

Buy various cheap drinking glasses. Glue to wall. 
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Lawrence Wiener 

Two Minutes of Spray Paint Directly Upon the Floor from a Standard Aerosol Spray Can 
 

 As instructed. 
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Gabriel Orozco 
Empty Shoe Box 

 
Place empty white shoe box on floor. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

From 'La Alcoba Doble'  
 

Place dark wig inside sea shell on floor. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

From 'La Alcoba Doble'  
 

Place two green high heeled shoes and grey wig inside diagonally  
opposite corners of dark brown stockings. Pin in four corners to wall. 
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Bettina Buck 

In Shape In Control 
 

Place small wooden table upside-down on floor.  
Place slightly deflated light green medicine ball between legs of table. 
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Jimmie Durham 

Second Life 
 

Cut one leg off wooden table. Secure wooden golf club with tie  
to stub of leg to hold table upright. Place red book atop table.  
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Amalia Pica 

Catachresis #9 (legs of the table, the neck of the bottle,  
the elbow of the pipe, the leg of the chair) 

 
Combine items listed in parenthetical title as shown. Stand structure at wall. 
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Amalia Pica 

Catachresis #10 (teeth of the saw, leg of the table, elbow of the pipe) 
 

Remove leg of table and handle of saw. Combine table leg and  
teeth of saw with pipe elbow as shown. Affix to wall. 
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William Pope.L 

Polis or the Garden or Human Nature in Action (Belgian version) 
 

Paint bottom half of onion white. Place on white shelf at wall. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Blow Down 
 

Buy vintage high heeled shoe and pink balloon.  
Blow up balloon in such a way that enables you to push the top end through the shoe. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Following the Whisper of my Shadow 
 

Affix black stockings to wall.  
Stretch and secure other end of stockings to inside of black shoes on floor. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Tight Game 
 

Place two basketballs inside black stockings.  
Stretch and affix stockings to adjacent walls across a corner.  
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Chris Sollars 

Buster 
 

Bend and place cactus at both ends inside black boot and leaning black bucket. 
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Rana Bishara 

Sweetie 
 

Dip top half of cactus in chocolate. Let dry. Hang upside-down on wall. 
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Iman Issa 

Triptych Number 1 
 

Cut piece of wood, or stack four pieces of wood as shown. 
Affix red tape down center.  
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Sherree Hovsepian 

Untitled 
 

Lean two thin slabs of wood against wall at distance of a few inches.  
Lay even trail of glitter on floor between wood slabs. 
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Roni Horn 

That A Pansy Is Transitive, Is Its Only Pang  
and Science Is Very Near Us – I Found A Megatherium On My Strawberry 

 
Paint wood light gray. Paint phrases in white in all caps or commission in vinyl.  

Lean against wall.   
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Martin Creed 
Work No. 916 

 
Stack nine boxes of consumer products in order of decreasing size. 
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Jason Dodge 

in order of altitude 
 

Ask five people with the following different professions to cut a pocket from their trousers:  
pilot, window washer, acrobat, ballet dancer, judge. Stack pockets on pedestal. 
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Wilfredo Prieto 
Scale of Values 

 
Pour small amount of rum, wine, beer, soft drink, and water in five plastic cups.  

Stack cups in scale of value. Display on floor.   
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Bill Conger  

Dream Catcher 
 

Find two lightweight wooden poles of different lengths and empty plastic Bombay Sapphire gin 
bottle. Lean smaller pole at angle against taller one. Glue bottle to pole top. 
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Blinky Palermo 

Blue Disc and Staff 
 

Paint tall and circular pieces of wood cyan blue. Lean against wall. 
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Simon Dybbore Møller 

The Catch 
 

Paint blue monochrome.  
Hang green fishnet from upper right corner of canvas; let hang to floor. 
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Simon Dybbore Møller 

The Catch 
 

Paint white monochrome.  
Hang loose black netting from top of canvas; let hang to floor. 
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Elmgreen & Dragset 

Powerless Structures, Fig 19 
 

Place two white pairs of boxers inside blue jeans crumpled on floor. 
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Wilfredo Prieto 

Nude 
 

Scatter women’s clothes across floor  
(high heels, blouse, skirt, bra, purse, tights, scarf). 
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Martin Soto Climent 

Tight Shoes 
 

Affix facing pair of high heeled shoes to wall.  
Tie shoes with leather band. Place single marble between ends of heels. 
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Martin Soto Climent 

One's Mind 
 

Buy hat and egg. Arrange as shown. 
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Wilfredo Prieto 

Piedra con Mantequilla (Stone with Butter) 
 

Find smooth medium-sized stone. Smear plenty of butter on top surface of stone. 
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Wilfredo Prieto 

Piedra Estrujada (Squeezed Stone) 
 

Wrap medium-sized stone in A4 paper. 
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Edward Salem is a Palestinian American artist living in Beirut. He received 
his MFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago. Solo exhibitions 
include: The Hangar, Beirut; Khalil Sakakini Cultural Center, Ramallah; 
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris; and Eel Space, 
Chicago. He has exhibited and screened his work in New York, London, 
Berlin, Jerusalem, Buenos Aires, Caracas, and Madrid. In 2011, he curated 
an exhibition at the Kodra 11 Contemporary Art Festival in Thessaloniki, 
Greece.  
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